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Asymptoti Error Expansions for Sti� Equations:The Impliit Midpoint RuleW. Auzinger and R. Frank �AbstratThis is a study of the struture of the global disretization error of the impliit midpoint ruleapplied to nonlinear sti� initial value problems. Those speial ases where an asymptotiallyorret expansion in even powers of the stepsize h exists have been desribed in an earlier paper.In the general sti� ase the global error does not admit a \pure" asymptoti expansion but thereour dominant osillating terms at the h2-level. The amplitude of these osillations shows avery smooth behavior and, onsequently, the error struture is suÆiently regular to guaranteea satisfatory eÆieny of aeleration algorithms like extrapolation or defet orretion. Thesealgorithmi appliations are disussed in a separate paper.1 IntrodutionAsymptoti expansions of the global disretization error in powers of the stepsize h have been wellknown for a long time for many types of problems and disretization methods (f. for instane [8℄,[14℄). If, for instane, the impliit midpoint rule1h��� � ���1� = f�12(t��1 + t�); 12(���1 + ��)�;�0 = z0 (1.1)or the impliit trapezoidal rule1h��� � ���1� = 12�f(t��1; ���1) + f(t� ; ��)�;�0 = z0 (1.2)are applied to an initial value problem of ordinary di�erential equations,y0(t) = f(t; y(t));y(0) = z0 (1.3)with the exat solution z(t), then - under suitable smoothness assumptions w.r.t. (1.3) - the globaldisretization error at t� = �h admits an \even" expansion�� � z(t�) = h2e2(t�) + h4e4(t�) + : : : + h2qe2q(t�) +R� (1.4)�Institut fuer Angewandte und Numerishe Mathematik, Tehnishe Universitaet Wien, Wiedner Hauptstrasse6{10, A-1040 Wien, Austria. 1



where the funtions e2i(t) are solutions of ertain linearized initial value problems - the so-alled\variational equations". The expansion (1.4) is asymptotially orret, i.e. there holdskR�k � E(t� ;L; : : :)h2q+2 (1.5)where E(: : :) depends (smoothly) on ertain parameters whih haraterize the given problem (1.3),namely on the Lipshitz bound L of the right hand side f of (1.3), on ertain bounds for higherderivatives of f , et. For nonsti� problems with smooth data funtions these problem-haraterizingparameters are of moderate size and therefore (1.4) and (1.5) desribe the struture of the globalerror in a satisfatory way. The impliit methods (1.1) and (1.2), however, are designed to solve(nonsmooth) sti� initial value problems with large Lipshitz onstants L � 0, for whih thequantity E(t;L; : : :) in (1.5) is very large; therefore the estimate (1.5) is worthless in the sti� ase.Reently, asymptoti error expansions for sti� problems have been investigated by several au-thors (f. [1℄,[2℄,[9℄,[15℄). In [2℄, in partiular, sti� situations have been haraterized for whih theexpansion (1.4) for the global error of the midpoint and trapezoidal rules is asymptotially orret,i.e. where kR�k � E � h2q+2 (1.6)is valid with a moderate quantity E depending not on the Lipshitz onstant L but only on thoseparameters that remain moderate for the sti� problem under onsideration. The assumptions forthe proof of (1.6) were:(i) " � Ch2q (\strongly sti� ase"), where C denotes some moderate onstant and where " > 0is a small parameter haraterizing the sti�ness (i.e., the order of magnitude of the sti�eigenvalues is �1=").(ii) It has to be assumed that - exept fy whih is of ourse O("�1) - a ertain number of derivativesof the right hand side f are moderate, i.e., O("0).(iii) Certain oupling onditions between the sti� and the non-sti� omponents are required.Conerning these assumptions, the trapezoidal rule has turned out to be more \robust" than themidpoint rule: The smoothness requirements (ii) w.r.t. f are milder in the ase of the trapezoidalrule; moreover the short, asymptotially orret expansion�� � z(t�) = h2e2(t�) +O(h4) for " � Ch2 (1.7)exists - in ontrast to the midpoint rule - independent of any oupling ondition.The present paper is devoted to a disussion of global error strutures in situations where notall assumptions (i){(iii) hold and where therefore the validity of (1.6) annot be expeted. Sinefor the trapezoidal rule, (1.6) an be onluded for a larger lass of problems, a further study ofthe midpoint rule, whih is \less robust" w.r.t. the validity of (1.6), appears to be of partiularinterest. In the present paper we therefore restrit our onsiderations to the midpoint rule; itshould, however, be noted that a similar type of analysis an also be arried out for the trapezoidalrule or other symmetri shemes like the semi-impliit midpoint rule proposed in [5℄.The following simple example illustrates the situation:Example. Consider the salar model problem of Prothero and Robinson,y0(t) = �1"�y(t)� g(t)�+ g0(t);y(0) = g(0) (= z0) (1.8)2



with a smooth funtion g(t). Obviously, z(t) � g(t) is the solution of (1.8). Due to the\nonsmooth" inhomogeneity 1"g(t) + g0(t), the right hand side of (1.8) does not satisfy theabove smoothness assumptions (ii) required for asymptoti orretness in the ase of themidpoint rule. Indeed, it is well known (f. for instane Example 2 in [2℄) that the globalerror ��� z(t�) of the impliit midpoint rule applied to (1.8) involves nonsmooth terms at theh2-level whih ontain the fator 1� h2"1 + h2" !� (� (�1)� for "� h ): (1.9)The ourrene of suh terms at the h2-level inhibits the existene of an asymptotially orretexpansion. The behavior of the nonsmooth terms (1.9) depends on the ratio between " and h:� " � Ch2: Here the nonsmooth terms show a very regular, osillating behavior: (1.9) anbe written as  1� h2"1 + h2" !�=  1� 2"h1 + 2"h !� � (�1)� (1.10)and for �xed t = t� = �h the amplitude of this osillation reads 1� 2"h1 + 2"h !t=h= exp th ln 1� 2"h1 + 2"h !! � exp��4"h2 t� ; (1.11)i.e., for " � Ch2 this amplitude an be desribed by a smooth, h-dependent funtion.� Ch2 � " � Ch: In this ase the amplitude of (1.10) is no longer smooth but shows asigni�antly deaying behavior; with dereasing h this damping e�et beomes stronger.� h � C": For h � 2 " the terms (1.9) are no longer osillating but show a stronglydeaying behavior. For �xed t = t� = �h and for h! 0, 1� h2"1 + h2" !�= exp th ln 1� h2"1 + h2" !! � exp�� t"� : (1.12)In the present paper we extend the results of [2℄ in a twofold way:a) We desribe the struture of the global error for a more general lass of nonlinear sti� systems,where it will turn out that nonsmooth terms - similar as the terms (1.9) in the above example- our1 at the dominant h2-level. We give a quantitative desription of these nonsmoothterms.b) We relax the requirement of \strong sti�ness" " � Ch2q; \mildly sti�" situations are alsoonsidered.Aording to the behavior of the typial terms (1.9) for di�erent onstellations of " and h, the\"-h-plane" divides in a natural way into several regions. In setions 3 and 4 we shall disuss the1In those speial ases whih have been disussed in [2℄ these terms are also present but with an additional fator". This is exatly the reason why, for those ases, the desired estimate (1.6) ould be shown to be valid in the stronglysti� ase " � Ch2q . In the mildly sti� ase, however (i.e., if " � Ch2q is not satis�ed), this additional fator " is notsuÆient to ensure the asymptoti orretness of (1.4). 3



ases " � Ch2 and " � Ch, respetively. The ase h � C" will not be disussed here but an betreated with similar arguments as were given in [1℄, subsetion 5.3, for the impliit Euler sheme.It is an inevitable fat that \full" asymptoti expansions annot be maintained in the generalsti� ase (as is already obvious from the above example). Our assertions about the struture of theglobal error of the midpoint rule are in the following sense weaker than (1.4), (1.6):� The expansion is not asymptotially orret in the sense of (1.6): The \remainder term" R�is not O(h2q+2) but ontains nonsmooth terms at the O(h2)-level. However, these terms showa very regular behavior: For " � Ch2 they are osillating with a smoothly varying amplitude(f. Theorem 3.1, (3.30)); for Ch2 � " � Ch these osillations are superposed by ertaindamping e�ets (f. Theorem 4.1, (4.25)).� The solutions e2i(t) of the variational equations, whih desribe the smooth terms of the globalerror, are not h-independent but depend on h2 in the following way: In our representationof the global error for " � Ch2 (f. setion 3) the e2i(t) depend smoothly on the moderateparameter "=h2; in our representation for " � Ch (f. setion 4) they depend smoothly on("=h)2. The main reason for this dependene is the following: To desribe the error struturefor nonequidistant grids (whih is of ourse essential in the ontext of sti� problems) wesubdivide the integration interval into subintervals with onstant stepsizes h and apply ourresults - whih are formulated for equidistant grids (f. Theorems 3.1 and 4.1) - in an indutiveway. For eah of these subintervals the starting values for the e2i(t) are inuened by theglobal error aumulated up to the end of the preeding subinterval. Theorem 3.1 or 4.1 -applied to the preeding subinterval - shows that the aumulated global error at the beginof the urrent subinterval depends smoothly on "=h2 or ("=h)2, resp.2 So the starting valuesfor the e2i and therefore the e2i themselves depend on these quantities.Some remarks onerning the usefulness of our results are in order. The ruial question iswhether the error struture is suÆiently regular to ensure an eÆient performane of aelerationalgorithms like extrapolation or defet orretion { or whether the h2-osillations impair the eÆ-ieny of these methods. In a separate paper [3℄ we disuss extrapolation and defet orretion forsti� problems, the results of the present paper forming the basis for these investigations. It turnsout that - due to the regular behavior of the osillating error omponents - aeleration algorithmsare highly eÆient and indeed belong to the lass of very promising sti� solvers. Conerning ex-trapolation, for instane, it is shown that the h2-osillations with smooth amplitudes (for " � Ch2)are of no negative inuene.3Moreover, our results provide new insight onerning the question of suitable ontrol mehanisms(ontrol of stepsize and order, smoothing, . . . ): In mildly sti� situations, for instane, the higherextrapolation steps show a redued order (at least immediately after the start or after a hange ofstepsize), and a stepsize and order ontrol strategy should take aount of this fat. Furthermore,our results enable the design of appropriate onnetion strategies. Global onnetion, for instane,seems to be favourable in the mildly sti� ase (f. [3℄ for a numerial illustration). An extensiveanalysis of these questions is under preparation.2For the salar example above, for instane, the dependene of the global error on "=h2 for " � Ch2 an be seenfrom (1.11): The amplitude of the osillation at the h2-level behaves like exp(� 4"h2 t). Note that this dependenebeomes insigni�ant with inreasing sti�ness, sine exp(� 4"h2 t) tends to the h-independent value 1 for "! 0.3So far, extrapolation has only been analyzed in situations where pure asymptoti expansions in powers of h exist;in these ases the error is essentially polynomial in h, and so it is very easy to understand the e�et of extrapolation.But for a satisfatory performane of extrapolation it is by no means neessary that the error is polynomial in h; anyerror behavior suÆiently smooth in h is equally appropriate.4



2 Smooth Solutions of the Variational Equations.The Remainder EquationConsider a sti� initial value problem (1.3) with the smooth solution z(t). We assume that thesti�ness of the given problem is haraterized by a small parameter " > 0, i.e.fy(t; z(t)) = T (t) �(t)T�1(t); �(t) = 0� 1(t) 00 �2(t)" 1A (2.1)with smooth funtions T (t); T�1(t); 1(t) and 2(t). LetRe (2(t)) � � > 0 (2.2)where 1=� is of moderate size independently of ". We are onsidering the 2-dimensional ase, i.e.,1(t) and 2(t) are salar funtions; but this is not a ruial restrition. All the material ouldeasily be rewritten for problems whih are more general in the sense that 1(t) and 2(t) are matrixfuntions of ertain dimensions.4The higher derivatives of f(t; y) w.r.t. y are assumed to be smooth, i.e.fyy(t; y) = O("0);fyyy(t; y) = O("0);... (2.3)is assumed to be valid in a suitably de�ned region R ontaining the true solution z(t) of (1.3) andits numerial (midpoint) approximation �� . The solvability of the algebrai equations (1.1), i.e. theexistene of the �� within R is not disussed in the present paper; for a disussion of this point, f.for instane [7℄.5Aording to the ideas of Gragg [8℄ the global error of the impliit midpoint disretization (1.1)of (1.3) an be written as�� � z(t�) = h2e2(t�) + h4e4(t�) + : : : + h2qe2q(t�) +R� (2.4)where the funtions e2(t); e4(t); : : : are solutions of the variational equationse02(t) = fy(t; z(t)) e2(t)� 1223!z000(t) + 1222!fy(t; z(t)) z00(t);e04(t) = fy(t; z(t)) e4(t)� 1245!zV (t) + 1244!fy(t; z(t)) zIV (t)� 1223!e0002 (t) ++ 1222!fy(t; z(t)) e002(t) + 12fyy(t; z(t))� 1222!z00(t) + e2(t)�2... (2.5)4In this ase one would say that - in view of assumption (2.1) - there are two `lusters' of eigenvalues (namely theeigenvalues of 1(t) and �2(t)=") representing the non-sti� and the sti� part of the spetrum, respetively.5The following point is worth mentioning here: In most papers dealing with the question of solvability, it isassumed that the right hand side of the nonlinear sti� problem has a moderate (or even non-positive) one-sidedLipshitz onstant. However, as has been demonstrated in [4℄, this assumption is violated for many sti� problems.Therefore a ertain gap remains in the respetive theory; but a disussion of this question is out of the sope of thepresent paper. We throughout assume that the �� exist within a suitable bounded neighborhood R of z(t).5



and where the remainder term R� satis�es the di�erene equation1h�R� �R��1� = fy�t̂� ; z(t̂�)� 12�R��1 +R��++G��12�R��1 +R���+ fy�t̂� ; z(t̂�)�a� + b� � � : (2.6)Here we have introdued the denotationt̂� := 12�t��1 + t�� = t� � h2 : (2.7)For eah �, G�(�) is a ertain nonlinear funtion (f. (2.11) below). The inhomogeneous terms a�and � are de�ned as a� := 12�I�� + I+� � ; � := 1h�I+� � I�� � (2.8)where the I��;2k in I�� := I��;0+h2I��;2+: : :+h2qI��;2q are the remainder terms of the Taylor expansionsz�t̂� � h2� = z(t̂�)� h2 z0(t̂�) + h28 z00(t̂�)� : : : �� h2q+122q+1(2q + 1)!z(2q+1)(t̂�) + I��;0;e2�t̂� � h2� = e2(t̂�)� h2 e02(t̂�) + h28 e002(t̂�)� : : :�� h2q�122q�1(2q � 1)!e(2q�1)2 (t̂�) + I��;2;... (2.9)
Furthermore, using the abbreviationh2u(t) := h2222!z00(t) + h4244!zIV (t) + : : : + h2q22q(2q)!z(2q)(t) ++ h2e2(t) + h2222!e002(t) + : : :+ h2q22q�2(2q � 2)!e(2q�2)2 (t) ++ h4e4(t) + : : :+ h2q22q�4(2q � 4)!e(2q�4)4 (t) + : : :++ h2qe2q(t); (2.10)
we de�ne b� as the olletion of all terms of the Taylor expansion of f(t̂� ; z(t̂�) + h2u(t̂�) + a�)about (t̂� ; z(t̂�)) whih ontain at least a fator h2q+2. So, by de�nition, a� ; b� and � ontain theommon fator h2q+2.The nonlinear funtions G� appearing in (2.6) readG�(R) � h2G(1)� �R +G(2)� (R)�R2 :=:= 1Z0 fyy�t̂� ; z(t̂�) + �(h2u(t̂�) + a�)�d� � �h2u(t̂�) + a�� �R ++ 1Z0 fyy�t̂� ; z(t̂�) + h2u(t̂�) + a� + �R�(1� �)d� �R2 (2.11)
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where the G(1)� are linear; the fator h2 within h2G(1)� originates from h2u(t̂�) + a� (reall that a�ontains even the fator h2q+2).All this an be shown by inserting �� = z(t�)+h2e2(t�)+: : :+h2qe2q(t�)+R� (f. (2.4)) into (1.2),using Taylor expansions about t̂� = t�� h2 and equating oeÆients of powers of h. In the lassial,nonsti� ase, where all ourring derivatives are moderate, the inhomogeneity fy(t̂� ; z(t̂�))a� +b� � � of the `remainder equation' (2.6) is obviously O(h2q+2) with a moderate O-onstant andthe asymptoti orretness of the expansion (2.4) follows immediately by a onventional stabilityestimate. In the sti� ase, the variational equations are also sti� and therefore - if no speialare is taken w.r.t. the starting values e2i(0) - the e2i(t) are not smooth (i.e., their derivatives areinuened by negative powers of "). Following an idea of Dahlquist and Lindberg [6℄ we thereforebase our strutural analysis of the global error on smooth solutions of the variational equations.I.e., we shall onstrut speial starting values e2i(0) suh that the e2i(t) are suÆiently smooth toensure that all derivatives appearing in a� ; b� and � are O(1) and therefore a� ; b� and � in (2.6)are again O(h2q+2). (Note that b� is not inuened by fy and an therefore indeed be onsideredO(h2q+2) for suÆiently smooth e2i(t).)The ruial point is that the starting values e2i(0) for smooth solutions e2i(t) do usually notvanish. Sine (2.4) has to be satis�ed for � = 0, i.e.0 = �0 � z(0) = h2e2(0) + : : :+ h2qe2q(0) +R0; (2.12)the starting value R0 = �h2e2(0) � : : : � h2qe2q(0) an therefore not be hosen at the desiredO(h2q+2)-level but is only O(h2) in general. So the asymptoti orretness of (2.4) annot beexpeted - and does indeed not hold in general. The main goal of the present investigation isthe quantitative desription of the O(h2)-remainder term. (Only under speial assumptions aboutthe given problem the starting values e2i(0) ontain an additional fator " suh that, for " � h,R0 = O(h2q+2) is satis�ed. These speial ases have been studied in [2℄.)Charaterization of smooth solutions.Our disussion of smooth solutions of the variational equations is based on singular perturbationtehniques (similarly as in [1℄ and [2℄).We onsider the �rst variational equation in (2.5) and transform it aording to�e2(t) := T�1(t)e2(t) (2.13)(with T (t) from (2.1)). This leads us to�e02(t) = �(t)�e2(t) +D(t)�e2(t) + v2(t) + �(t)w2(t) (2.14)with the smooth inhomogeneities v2(t) := � 124T�1(t)z000(t) and w2(t) := 18T�1(t)z00(t) and whereD(t) := �T�1(t)T 0(t) =  d11(t) d12(t)d21(t) d22(t) ! : (2.15)We denote �e2(t) =  x2(t)y2(t) ! : (2.16)Due to the "-struture of �(t) (f. (2.1)) the inhomogeneity of (2.14) is of the formv2(t) + �(t)w2(t) = 0� R0;2(t)1"S0;2(t) + S1;2(t) 1A (2.17)7



with ertain smooth funtions R0;2(t); S0;2(t) and S1;2(t). Multiplying the seond omponent of(2.14) by " we obtainx02(t) = 1(t)x2(t) + d11(t)x2(t) + d12(t)y2(t) +R0;2(t);"y02(t) = �2(t)y2(t) + "d21(t)x2(t) + "d22(t)y2(t) + S0;2(t) + "S1;2(t): (2.18)The general solution struture of (2.18) is (f. for instane [12℄) x2(t)y2(t) ! =  X0;2(t) + "X1;2(t) + : : :Y0;2(t) + "Y1;2(t) + : : : !+  "m0;2(t=") + : : :n0;2(t=") + "n1;2(t=") + : : : ! (2.19)with smooth \outer solution terms" X`;2(t); Y`;2(t) and \inner solution terms" m`;2(t="); n`;2(t=")whih are rapidly deaying away from t = 0 (smooth w.r.t. t=" but not w.r.t. t). The derivativesw.r.t. t of the inner solution are a�eted by negative powers of ". Reall that in our present ontextthe goal is to hoose smooth solutions of (2.18); to this end, speial starting values have to behosen suh that a ertain number of inner solution terms vanish. The purpose of this proedureis to ensure that those derivatives of e2(t) whih appear as inhomogeneous terms within the othervariational equations (de�ning e4(t); : : : ; e2q(t)) and within the remainder equation (2.6) are O("0).The onstrution of smooth solutions�e2(t) =  x2(t)y2(t) ! =  X0;2(t) + "X1;2(t) + : : :Y0;2(t) + "Y1;2(t) + : : : ! (2.20)(with inner solution terms at a suÆiently high "p-level) is well known: Inserting (2.20) into (2.18)and equating oeÆients of powers of " leads to:CoeÆients of "0:X 00;2(t) = 1(t)X0;2(t) + d11(t)X0;2(t) + d12(t)Y0;2(t) +R0;2(t);0 = �2(t)Y0;2(t) + S0;2(t): (2.21)The seond equation �xes Y0;2(t); the starting value isY0;2(0) = S0;2(0)2(0) : (2.22)The starting value X0;2(0) for the �rst omponent X0;2(t) an be hosen arbitrarily.This proedure ontinues in an obvious way: The X`;2(t) are solutions of ertain smooth dif-ferential equations; the starting values X`;2(0) an be hosen arbitrarily. The Y`;2(t) are �xed ina reursive way by algebrai relations; the starting values Y`;2(0) are uniquely determined by theYk;2(0) and the hoie for the Xk;2(0), k < `.In the same way smooth solutions e4(t); e6(t); : : : of the other variational equations an beonstruted. The inhomogeneity of the equation de�ning �e2i(t) = T�1(t)e2i(t) depends reursivelyon ertain derivatives of the e2j(t); j < i; for smooth e2j(t); j < i it is obvious that the respetiveinhomogeneity is of a similar type as (2.17); it an be written in the formv2i(t) + �(t)w2i(t) = 0� R0;2i(t) + "R1;2i(t) + : : :1"S0;2i(t) + S1;2i(t) + "S2;2i(t) + : : : 1A (2.23)8



with ertain smooth funtions R`;2i(t) and S`;2i(t) whih are de�ned in terms of the "-expansionsof the former e2j(t). Therefore smooth solutions are of the same form as (2.20):�e2i(t) =  x2i(t)y2i(t) ! =  X0;2i(t) + "X1;2i(t) + : : :Y0;2i(t) + "Y1;2i(t) + : : : ! ; (2.24)the starting values for the �rst omponent an again be hosen arbitrarily (and the seond om-ponents are again �xed by algebrai relations). Within our analysis for the remainder term R�(f. setions 3 and 4) a speial hoie will be made for these starting values.The tehniqual details of the onstrution of smooth solutions are very similar as for the varia-tional equations of the impliit Euler sheme (f. [1℄, Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2). In partiular,the asymptoti orretness of the "-expansions (2.20), (2.24) has to be veri�ed, i.e., whether a re-mainder term in (2.20), (2.24) is indeed at a ertain "p-level (f. [1℄ for details).Remark. The analogous onstrution has been used in [2℄. But there is one signi�ant di�erene:In [2℄ we have onsidered those speial ases where the seond omponents of the inhomo-geneities (2.17), (2.23) turn out to be O("0) (and not O("�1)) despite the ourrene of �(t).The obvious onsequene is that, in this speial ase, the leading term Y0;2i(t) vanishes iden-tially for all e2i(t). Therefore the hoie X0;2i(0) = 0 yields e2i(0) = O("). So, due to (2.12),we end up with R0 = O(h2") whih ensures the asymptoti orretness of (2.4) in the stronglysti� ase " � Ch2q.The main onsequene of the above onstrution is that for suÆiently smooth e2i(t) we haveI�� = O(h2q+2); a� = O(h2q+2); b� = O(h2q+2); � = O(h2q+2); (2.25)furthermore, kI��+1 � I+� k = O(h2q+3) (2.26)(reall the de�nition of I�� ; a� ; b� and � at the begin of this setion). Another onsequene of thesmoothness of the e2i(t) is that u(t) from (2.10) is a moderate, smooth funtion. So the fatorh2u(t̂�) + a� within (2.11) is indeed O(h2) and thereforeh2G(1)� = O(h2) (2.27)with a moderate O-onstant. Moreover, by de�nition of G� ,G�(0) = 0: (2.28)To show that the G� are Lipshitz ontinuous with a moderate Lipshitz onstant, we may argueas follows: Reall that we have a priori assumed that the �� exist and are ontained in a boundedneighbourhood of z(t). From the fat that �� � z(t�) as well as the smooth funtions e2i(t) arebounded, and from (2.4) we a priori know that the R� and onsequently the atual argumentsR = 12(R��1 +R�) of G� are bounded: kRk � C. Furthermore, the arguments of fyy in (2.11) areontained in a suitable bounded neighborhood of z(t). Thus, due to our smoothness assumptions(2.3), we have kG�(R)k � LG kRk for kRk � C (2.29)with some moderate Lipshitz onstant LG (uniform w.r.t. �).The validity of (2.25){(2.29) is essential for our strutural analysis of the remainder term R�and will be used in setions 3 and 4 below. 9



The transformed remainder equation.In setions 3 and 4 we shall present a strutural analysis of the remainder term R� by means ofdisrete singular perturbation tehniques. To this end we transform the remainder equation (2.6)analogously as we did for the variational equations (f. (2.13), (2.14)). Some denotation:T� := T (t�); T�� 12 := T (t̂�) = T (t�� 12 ); ��� 12 := �(t̂�)�� := T�1� R��a� := T�1�� 12a� ; �b� := T�1�� 12 b� ; �� := T�1�� 12 � (2.30)��� := �T�1�� 12 2h�T� � T�� 12�; �+��1 := �T�1�� 12 2h�T�� 12 � T��1���(�) := T�1�� 12G�(T�� 12 �)Aording to (2.11), the smooth nonlinear funtions ��(�) split in an obvious way into��(�) = h2�(1)� ��+ �(2)� (�)��2: (2.31)Using the obvious relationsT�1�� 12R��1 = �I + h2�+��1����1; T�1�� 12R� = �I � h2��� ��� (2.32)and observing (2.1) we obtain from (2.6) after multipliation by T�1�� 12 the transformed remainderequation1hh�I � h2��� ��� � �I + h2�+��1����1i = ��� 12 12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i++ ���12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i�++ ��� 12 �a� +�b� � �� : (2.33)The h-dependent quantities ��� and �+��1, whih are disrete analoga of D(t̂�) = �T�1(t̂�)T 0(t̂�),are now expanded in powers of h. Using the denotationD`(t) := � 1̀ T�1(t) d`dt`T (t) (2.34)(with D1(t) = D(t), f. (2.15)) we obtain by Taylor expansion about t̂� :�+��1 = D1(t̂�)� h2D2(t̂�) + h28 D3(t̂�)� h348D4(t̂�) + : : : ;��� = D1(t̂�) + h2D2(t̂�) + h28 D3(t̂�) + h348D4(t̂�) + : : : (2.35)Furthermore, the nonlinear funtions ��(�) = T�1�� 12G�(T�� 12 �), whih depend on h2 (f. (2.11)),an be expanded into powers of h2; using the splitting (2.31) we thus may write��(�) = h2�(1)� �� + �(2)� (�)��2 == h2��(1)�;0 + h2�(1)�;2 + : : :���+ ��(2)�;0(�) + h2�(2)�;2(�) + : : :���2 (2.36)10



and the �(2)�;2`(�) are Taylor-expanded into�(2)�;2`(�) = �(2)�;2`(0) + ����(2)�;2`(0)�� + : : : (2.37)All these expansions are now inserted into the transformed remainder equation (2.33). Aftersome simple manipulations, this leads us to the \expanded" remainder equationh I � h24 D2(t̂�)� h496D4(t̂�)� : : : i 1h��� � ���1��� hD1(t̂�) + h28 D3(t̂�) + : : : i 12����1 + ��� == ��� 12 h I � h24 D2(t̂�)� h496D4(t̂�)� : : : i 12����1 + ����� ��� 12 h24 hD1(t̂�) + h28 D3(t̂�) + : : : i 1h��� � ���1�++ h2�(1)�;0 12����1 + ���� h44 �(1)�;0D1(t̂�) 1h��� � ���1�+ : : :++ �(2)�;0(0) "12����1 + ���� h24 D1(t̂�) 1h��� � ���1�#2 + : : : ++��� 12 �a� +�b� � �� :
(2.38)

3 The Case " � C h2.Let us now onsider the ase " � Ch2 where it will turn out that R� shows a very regular osillatingbehavior (f. the introdutory disussion of setion 1). In Theorem 3.1 below we shall give aquantitative desription of R� by means of an expansion in powers of h2. To keep the presentationtransparent, Theorem 3.1 is restrited to an expansion up to the O(h6)-level. Expansions up to ahigher O(h2q+2)-level (2q + 2 = 8; 10; : : :) an be obtained in a very similar way; some tehnialmodi�ations whih are neessary for the general ase will be disussed at the end of the presentsetion.Our analysis is based on a disrete \two-timing" singular perturbation tehnique whih is adisrete modi�ation of the two-timing (or multisale) approah for the approximate solution ofnonlinear di�erential equations of osillatory type (f. [11℄,[13℄). We shall make an ansatz in powersh2 involving terms of the form smooth funtion (t�) � (�1)� (3.1)and show how to onstrut speial smooth solutions of the variational equations (by means ofhoosing speial starting values e2i(0)) suh that R� has indeed the desired struture. This leadsus to a natural deomposition of the global error: The smooth terms are desribed by smoothsolutions e2i(t) of the variational equations (2.5) whereas the non-smooth (osillating) terms arerepresented by the h2-expansion for R� .To prove the asymptoti orretness of the h2-expansion of R� , i.e. that the remainder term ofthis expansion is indeed at the desired O(h2q+2)-level (where 2q + 2 = 6 in Theorem 3.1) we shallneed the following generalized stability estimate for nonlinear di�erene equations of the `midpointtype' involving osillating inhomogeneous terms at the redued O(h2q+1)-level.In the sequel, k � k denotes the Eulidean vetor norm k � k2 as well as its assoiated matrixnorm. 11



Lemma 3.1. Consider a transformed di�erene equation of the type (2.33)1hh�I � h2��� ��� � �I + h2�+��1����1i = ��� 12 12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i++ ���12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i�++ ��� 12 �a� +�b� � �� + (3.2)+ h2q+1Æ�;1(�1)� + h2q+2Æ�;2 + h2q+3��� 12 Æ�;3;�0 = O(h2q+2)with ��� 12 , ��� and �a� ; �b� ; �� as in (2.33). Assume that the nonlinear funtions ��(�) satisfy��(0) = 0 and are uniformly Lipshitz ontinuous with a moderate Lipshitz onstant. Letthe Æ�;i be moderately sized and assumekÆ�+1;1 � Æ�;1k = O(h) (3.3)with a moderate O-onstant. Then, for " � Ch2,k��k � C1(t�)k�0k+ C2(t�)h2q+2 (3.4)with ertain moderate bounds Ci(t). Thusk��k = O(h2q+2): (3.5)Proof. Aording to the de�nition of �a� and �� (f. (2.30), (2.8)) we may write (analogously as in(2.32)) �a� = 12h�I + h2�+��1�T�1��1I�� + �I � h2��� �T�1� I+� i;�� = 1hh�I � h2��� �T�1� I+� � �I + h2�+��1�T�1��1I�� i (3.6)Similarly as in Kraaijevanger [10℄ we introdue the auxiliary quantities�+� := �I � h2��� ���� + T�1� I+� �; ����1 := �I + h2�+��1�����1 + T�1��1I�� �: (3.7)With (3.7) and (2.30), the nonlinear term in (3.2) an be rewritten as���12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i� = ����T�1�� 12 12�I�� + I+� ��+ (3.8)+ ����12�����1 + �+� �� T�1�� 12 12�I�� + I+� ��� ����T�1�� 12 12�I�� + I+� ���| {z }=:	�( 12 (����1+�+� ))where, by assumption, 	�(0) = 0; k	�(�)k � L� k�k; (3.9)L� denoting a moderate Lipshitz onstant for the ��(�).12



With the denotationj� := ����T�1�� 12 12�I�� + I+� ��+�b� + h2q+1Æ�;1(�1)� + h2q+2Æ�;2 + h2q+3��� 12 Æ�;3 (3.10)the di�erene equation (3.2) is equivalent to�I � h2��� 12��+� = �I + h2��� 12�����1 + h	��12�����1 + �+� ��+ h j� : (3.11)In the sequel we use the denotationsG�� 12 := �I � h2��� 12��1�I + h2��� 12�; H�� 12 := �I � h2��� 12��1: (3.12)Multipliation of (3.11) by H�� 12 yields�+� = G�� 12 ����1 + hH�� 12 	��12�����1 + �+� ��+ hH�� 12 j� : (3.13)Denoting !0 := h2 �max�maxt spetral absissa (�(t)); 0� (f. (2.1)), ! := !0 + h2L�, and usingthe inequalities kG�� 12 k � 1 + !01� !0 ; kH�� 12 k � 11� !0 ;kH�� 12 h2��� 12 k = kG�� 12 �H�� 12 k � 2 + !01� !0 (3.14)we obtain after some simple manipulationsk�+� k � �1 + !1� !� k����1k+ C1� !h2q+2 (3.15)with some moderate onstant C (f. in partiular (2.25)); (3.15) is valid under the mildstepsize restrition ! < 1.Note the ourrene of h2q+2 (but not h2q+3) within (3.15) (aused by the term h2q+1Æ�;1(�1)�within j�). This is of ourse not suÆient to prove the desired result (3.4); it is neessary toonsider two onseutive steps (��1! � ! �+1) of (3.13). This leads us to�+�+1 = G�+ 12G�� 12 ����1 + hG�+ 12H�� 12	��12�����1 + �+� ��+ hG�+ 12H�� 12 j� ++G�+ 12���� � �+� �+ hH�+ 12	�+1�12���� + �+�+1��+ hH�+ 12 j�+1; (3.16)furthermore we express ��� and (��� � �+� ) by �+� on the basis of (3.7):��� = �I + h2�+� ��I � h2��� ��1�+� + �I + h2�+� �T�1� �I��+1 � I+� �;��� � �+� = h2���� +�+� ��I � h2��� ��1�+� + �I + h2�+� �T�1� �I��+1 � I+� �: (3.17)
13



Let # denote a uniform bound for the k��� k, whih is moderate due to our smoothnessassumptions. Inserting (3.17) into (3.16) we obtain due to (3.9), (3.14) and due to kI+h2�+� k �1 + h2#, k(I � h2��� )�1k � 1=(1 � h2#):6k�+�+1k � �1 + !01� !0�2k����1k+ 1 + !0(1� !0)2 h2L� hk����1k+ k�+� ki++ 1 + !01� !0 " h#1� h2# k�+� k+ �1 + h2#�T�1� (I��+1 � I+� )#++ 11� !0 h2L� "1 + h2#1� h2# k�+� k+ �1 + h2#�T�1� (I��+1 � I+� )+ k�+�+1k#++ h G�+ 12H�� 12 j� +H�+ 12 j�+1: (3.18)
Now we proeed in the following way: On the left hand side we ollet the terms involvingk�+�+1k; on the right hand side we estimate k�+� k by means of (3.15).7 Then we multiplythe resulting inequality by (1 � !0)=(1 � !) (whih is positive under the stepsize restrition! < 1. The fator whih then appears with k����1k on the right hand side an be rewrittenas ((1 + !)=(1 � !))2 (1 + h2#)=(1 � h2#), and we obtaink�+�+1k � �1 + !1� !�2 1 + h2#1� h2# k����1k+ 1 + !1� !�1 + h2#�T�1� (I��+1 � I+� )++ 1� !01� ! h G�+ 12H�� 12 j� +H�+ 12 j�+1+O(h2q+3): (3.19)It has now to be shown that all inhomogeneous terms in this reursive estimate are O(h2q+3).Indeed, T�1� (I��+1 � I+� ) = O(h2q+3) (3.20)due to kT�1� k = O(1) and due to (2.26). To show that h kG�+ 12H�� 12 j� +H�+ 12 j�+1k is alsoO(h2q+3), we observe that the j� (f. (3.10)) involve the following quantities:(i) ��(�T�1�� 12 12(I�� + I+� )) + �b� + h2q+2Æ�;2 = O(h2q+2) due to our smoothness assumptionsand due to (2.25);(ii) h2q+3��� 12 Æ�;3 ontains even a fator h2q+3 but is a�eted by ��� 12 ;(iii) h2q+1Æ�;1(�1)� is an osillating term at the (redued) O(h2q+1)-level.Sine kG�� 12 k, kH�� 12 k and kH�� 12 h2��� 12 k are moderate (f. (3.14)), the ontributions ofthe terms of type (i) and (ii) to h kG�+ 12H�� 12 j� +H�+ 12 j�+1k are O(h2q+3), as required. Theinuene of the `ritial', osillating terms of type (iii) has now to be studied arefully:hh2q+1G�+ 12H�� 12 Æ�;1(�1)� +H�+ 12 Æ�+1;1(�1)�+1 == h2q+2G�+ 12H�� 12 Æ�;1 �H�+ 12 Æ�+1;1 � (3.21)� h2q+2G�+ 12H�� 12 �H�+ 12 Æ�;1+ h2q+2H�+ 12 Æ�+1;1 � Æ�;1:6Note the mild stepsize restrition h2# < 1.7Note that in (3.18) all terms involving k�+� k ontain the fator h and therefore the inhomogeneous term in (3.15)leads to the O(h2q+3)-term in (3.19). 14



The seond term on the right hand side of (3.21) is O(h2q+3) due to (3.14) and assumption(3.3). To show that this is also true for the �rst term, the estimate kG�+ 12H�� 12 �H�+ 12 k =O(h) is required. By de�nition of G�+ 12 and H�� 12 ,G�+ 12H�� 12 �H�+ 12 = �I � h2��+ 12��1 "�I + h2��+ 12��I � h2��� 12��1� I # ; (3.22)and the desired estimateG�+ 12H�� 12 �H�+ 12  = O(h) +O� "h� for " � Ch2 (3.23)follows easily by virtue of (2.2).Thus, summarizing (3.19){(3.23) we obtain the reursionk�+�+1k � �1 + !1� !�2 1 + h2#1� h2# k����1k+O(h2q+3) (3.24)with a ertain moderate O-onstant. Estimating k����1k by k�+��1k on the basis of (3.17) andusing one more (3.20) we end up withk�+�+1k � �1 + !1� !�2 1 + h2#1� h2#!2k�+��1k+O(h2q+3): (3.25)Sine (1 +!)=(1�!) (1 + h2#)=(1� h2#) = 1+O(h) with a moderate O-onstant, a standardindution argument yields k�+� k � C+1 (t�)k�+0 k+ C+2 (t�)h2q+2 (3.26)with ertain moderate bounds C+i (t). Finally, the result (3.4) easily follows from (3.26) byde�nition of �+� (f. (3.7)) and due to (2.25). 2Theorem 3.1. Consider a sti� problem (1.3) of the type (2.1){(2.3) and assume " � Ch2. Denote� := "h2 : (3.27)Let [0; tE ℄ be a subinterval of the whole integration interval with onstant stepsize h and assumeindutively that - after transformation by T�1(t) - the aumulated global error T�1(0)(�0 �z(0)) at t = 0 satis�esT�1(0)��0 � z(0)� = h2 ~x2~y2(�) !+ h4 ~x4(�)~y4(�) !+O(h6) (3.28)with a ertain h-independent quantity ~x2 and with moderate quantities ~y2(�), ~x4(�) and ~y4(�)whih depend smoothly on the parameter �. Then the global error of the impliit midpointrule on [0; tE ℄ an be written as follows:�� � z(t�) = h2e2(t�) + h4e4(t� ;�) +R� (3.29)15



where the h-independent funtion e2(t) and the funtion e4(t;�), whih depends smoothly onthe parameter �, are smooth solutions of the variational equations (2.5). Furthermore,R� = T (t�) h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)�h2�2(t� ;�)(�1)� + h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)� !+O(h6): (3.30)Here �4(t;�); �2(t;�) and �4(t;�) are smooth funtions in t whih depend smoothly on theparameter �. �2(t;�) is the solution of�02(t;�) = �d(1)22 (t)� 4�2(t)��2(t;�);�2(0;�) = ~y2(�)� Y0;2(0) (3.31)(with d(1)22 (t) from (3.32) below and where Y0;2(0) is the starting value of the leading termY0;2(t) of the "-expansion of the seond omponent of �e2(t) = T�1(t)e2(t) - f. (2.20), (2.22)).The equations de�ning �4(t;�) and �4(t;�) are given in (3.45) and (3.47) below.Proof. We onsider the \expanded" transformed remainder equation (2.38) and multiply the �rstomponent by h and the seond omponent by "=h. With the denotationD`(t) =: 0� d(`)11 (t) d(`)12 (t)d(`)21 (t) d(`)22 (t) 1A (3.32)this yields the following equations for the omponents x� and y� of the transformed remainderterm �� =  x�y� !:h 1� h24 d(2)11 (t̂�)� h496d(4)11 (t̂�) + : : : i �x� � x��1��� h h24 d(2)12 (t̂�) + h496d(4)12 (t̂�) + : : : i �y� � y��1��� h h d(1)11 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)11 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�x��1 + x���� h h d(1)12 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)12 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�y��1 + y�� == h 1(t̂�)h 1� h24 d(2)11 (t̂�)� h496d(4)11 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�x��1 + x���� h 1(t̂�)h h24 d(2)12 (t̂�) + h496d(4)12 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�y��1 + y���� 1(t̂�) h24 h d(1)11 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)11 (t̂�) + : : : i �x� � x��1��� 1(t̂�) h24 h d(1)12 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)12 (t̂�) + : : : i �y� � y��1�++ h2 h (t̂�) 12�x��1 + x��+ h2 h (t̂�) 12�y��1 + y��+ : : :�� h44 (t̂�)�x� � x��1�� h44 (t̂�)�y� � y��1�+ : : : ++ h � (higher order nonlinear terms) + h1(t̂�)�a�;1 + h�b�;1 � h��;1
(3.33)

and 16



� "h2 h h24 d(2)21 (t̂�) + h496d(4)21 (t̂�) + : : : i �x� � x��1�++ "h2 h 1� h24 d(2)22 (t̂�)� h496d(4)22 (t̂�) + : : : i �y� � y��1��� "h2 hh d(1)21 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)21 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�x��1 + x���� "h2 hh d(1)22 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)22 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�y��1 + y�� == 1h 2(t̂�)h h24 d(2)21 (t̂�) + h496d(4)21 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�x��1 + x���� 1h 2(t̂�)h 1� h24 d(2)22 (t̂�) + h496d(4)22 (t̂�) + : : : i 12�y��1 + y��++ 2(t̂�) 14h d(1)21 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)21 (t̂�) + : : : i �x� � x��1�++ 2(t̂�) 14h d(1)22 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)22 (t̂�) + : : : i �y� � y��1�++ h2 "h2 h (t̂�) 12�x��1 + x��+ h2 "h2 h (t̂�) 12�y��1 + y��+ : : :�� h44 "h2 (t̂�)�x� � x��1�� h44 "h2 (t̂�)�y� � y��1�+ : : :++ h "h2 � (higher order nonlinear terms)� 1h2(t̂�)�a�;2 + h "h2�b�;2 � h "h2 ��;2
(3.34)

(Here (t) is used as a generi denotation for the smooth funtions originating from the Taylorexpansions (2.36), (2.37).)In the following any ourrene of " is rewritten as " = h2� where � � C is moderate underthe present assumption " � Ch2.The starting ondition to be ful�lled is (f. (3.29))�0 = T�1(0)��0 � z(0)� � h2�e2(0)� h4�e4(0;�); (3.35)thus, due to our indutive assumption (3.28) and due to (2.24): x0y0 ! = h2 ~x2 �X0;2(0)� "X1;2(0) � : : :~y2(�)� Y0;2(0) � "Y1;2(0)� : : : !+ h4 ~x4(�)�X0;4(0;�) � : : :~y4(�)� Y0;4(0;�) � : : : !+O(h6)= h2 ~x2 �X0;2(0)~y2(�)� Y0;2(0) !+ h4 ~x4(�)�X0;4(0;�) � �X1;2(0)~y4(�)� Y0;4(0;�)� �Y1;2(0) !+O(h6): (3.36)Note that the quantities X`;2(0); Y`;2(0); X`;4(0;�) and Y`;4(0;�) are still undetermined. In(3.41) and (3.46)) below we shall make a speial hoie for the X`;2(0) and the X`;4(0;�). Byonstrution of smooth solutions (f. setion 2) the Y`;2(0) and Y`;4(0;�) are then �xed. Itwill turn out that this hoie an be made in suh a way that - as indiated in the formulationof the theorem and in (3.36) - the funtion e2(t) does not depend on the parameter � and istherefore h-independent. For e4(t;�), however, a �-independent hoie is not possible.88The disussion below will show that, atually, Y0;4(0;�) = Y0;4(0) is �-independent; but this is of minor relevane.The �-dependene of X0;4 is unavoidable. 17



For x� and y� we make the ansatzx� = h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)� + x(rem)�y� = h2�2(t� ;�)(�1)� + h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)� + y(rem)� (3.37)with ertain funtions �2i(t;�) and �2i(t;�) whih are to be determined. Before inserting into(3.33) and (3.34) we apply Taylor expansion about t̂� to rewrite di�erenes and arithmetimeans of the terms �(t� ;�)(�1)�, �(t� ;�)(�1)� as�(t� ;�)(�1)� � �(t��1;�)(�1)��1 = ��(t��1;�) + �(t� ;�)�(�1)� = (3.38)=  2�(t̂� ;�) + h24 �00(t̂� ;�) + : : :! (�1)� ;12��(t��1;�)(�1)��1 + �(t� ;�)(�1)�� = 12��(t� ;�)� �(t��1;�)�(�1)� = (3.39)= h 12�0(t̂� ;�) + h248�000(t̂� ;�) + : : :! (�1)�(analogously for the �'s). After this preparation we equate oeÆients of h2; h4; : : : in (3.33)and (3.34), omitting the ommon fator (�1)� :� CoeÆients of h2:Sine there is no h2-term in the �rst omponent of (3.37), we have only an equation for�2: 2��2(t̂� ;�) = �122(t̂�)�02(t̂� ;�) + 122(t̂�)d(1)22 (t̂�)�2(t̂� ;�) (3.40)To satisfy the starting ondition (3.36) at the h2-level, the following hoie has to bemade:{ In the �rst omponent we set X0;2(0) := ~x2 (3.41)(reall that for a smooth solution e2(t) the X`;2(0) an be hosen arbitrarily - f.setion 2).{ In the seond omponent the Y`;2(0) are �xed by the requirement that e2(t) besmooth (f. setion 2). (In partiular, Y0;2(0) is de�ned in terms of data funtions -f. (2.22).) So, due to (3.36), �2(0;�) is �xed by �2(0;�) = ~y2(�)� Y0;2(0).Thus we see from (3.40) that �2(t;�) is the solution of the initial value problem�02(t;�) = �d(1)22 (t)� 4�2(t)��2(t;�);�2(0;�) = ~y2(�)� Y0;2(0) (3.42)whih is smooth under the present assumption " � Ch2 (� � C), depending smoothlyon the parameter �.
18



� CoeÆients of h4:2�4(t̂� ;�)� 12d(2)12 (t̂�)�2(t̂� ;�)� 12d(1)12 (t̂�)�02(t̂� ;�) = �121(t̂�)d(1)12 (t̂�)�2(t̂� ;�) (3.43)2��4(t̂� ;�) + 14��002 (t̂� ;�)� 12�d(1)22 (t̂�)�02(t̂� ;�)� 12�d(2)22 (t̂�)�2(t̂� ;�) == �122(t̂�)�04(t̂� ;�)� 1482(t̂�)�0002 (t̂� ;�) + 122(t̂�)d(1)21 (t̂�)�4(t̂� ;�) ++ 122(t̂�)d(1)22 (t̂�)�4(t̂� ;�) + 1162(t̂�)d(1)22 (t̂�)�002 (t̂� ;�) + (3.44)+ 182(t̂�)d(2)22 (t̂�)�02(t̂� ;�) + 1162(t̂�)d(3)22 (t̂�)�2(t̂� ;�):(3.43) is an algebrai equation �xing �4(t;�). Expressing �02(t;�) by means of (3.42) weobtain �4(t;�) = 14 �d(1)12 (t)�d(1)22 (t)� 1(t)� 4�2(t)�+ d(2)12 (t)��2(t;�): (3.45)Thus also �4(0;�) is �xed; to satisfy the starting ondition (3.36) at the h4-level in the�rst omponent we make use of the freedom of hoosing X0;4(0;�) and X1;2(0) (reallagain that smooth solutions e2; e4 exist for an arbitrary hoie of the X`;2(0); X`;4(0)).Our hoie is X1;2(0) := 0;X0;4(0;�) := �4(0;�) � ~x4(�); (3.46)where �4(0;�) is determined by (3.45).Note that X0;2(0) (f. (3.41)) and X1;2(0) (f. (3.46)) - and therefore also Y1;2(0) (whihdepends on X0;2(0) and X1;2(0)) - are independent of �. As a onsequene, e2(t) isindependent of � as asserted in the formulation of the theorem.9 (Within the "-expansion(2.20) of e2(t), the X`;2(0); ` � 2 an be hosen arbitrarily beause this hoie does onlyinuene the O(h6)-remainder term.)The starting value for the seond omponent is �xed by (3.36): �4(0;�) = ~y4(�) �Y0;4(0) � �Y1;2(0). (Reall that Y0;4(0) and Y1;2(0) are �xed by the requirement thate2(t) and e4(t) be smooth; they an be expressed in terms of data funtions and ofalready known X`;k(0); Y`;k(0).) From (3.44) we see that �4(t;�) is the solution of thesmooth initial value problem�04(t;�) = �d(1)22 (t)� 4�2(t)��4(t;�) + j4(t;�);�4(0;�) = ~y4(�)� Y0;4(0)� �Y1;2(0) (3.47)where the inhomogeneity j4(t;�) depends reursively on �2(t;�) and �4(t;�); using(3.42) and (3.45) we an write this asj4(t;�) = �u0(t) + �u1(t) + �2u2(t) + �3u3(t)��2(t;�) (3.48)where the u`(t) are de�ned in terms of data funtions. So it is obvious that also �4(t;�)depends smoothly on the parameter �.9A onsequene of this is that also Y0;4(0), whih depends only on data funtions and on e2(t) (f. (2.5)), isindependent of �. But this is not true for the Y`;4(0); ` � 1 whih are inuened by X0;4(0;�).19



� Estimation of the h6-remainder term:To estimate the remainder term (f. (3.37))�(rem)� =  x(rem)�y(rem)� ! (3.49)we ollet all terms in (3.33) and (3.34) (with (3.37) substituted for x� and y�) whihhave not yet appeared so far. Then we re-sale the resulting equations for x(rem)� andy(rem)� (i.e., these equations are multiplied by 1=h and h=", respetively). In order toapply Lemma 3.1 we observe that the resulting di�erene equation for �(rem)� is of thetype (3.2). The nonlinear term ���12h�I + h2�+��1��(rem)��1 + �I � h2��� ��(rem)� i� in thisdi�erene equation is de�ned in the following way: Aording to the h2-expansion of �� ,�� =  h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)�h2�2(t� ;�)(�1)� + h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)� !| {z }=:�(exp)� + �(rem)� ; (3.50)where �(exp)� is already determined and where �(rem)� remains to be determined, we re-write the original nonlinear term ��(�) in (2.33) as���12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i� �� ���12h�I + h2�+��1�(�(exp)��1 + �(rem)��1 ) + �I � h2��� �(�(exp)� + �(rem)� )i� �� ���12h�I + h2�+��1��(exp)��1 + �I � h2��� ��(exp)� i�+ (3.51)+ ���12h�I + h2�+��1��(rem)��1 + �I � h2��� ��(rem)� i� :From this impliit de�nition of �� and due to our smoothness assumptions w.r.t. �� itis obvious that �� satis�es ��(0) = 0 and is Lipshitz ontinuous with some moderateLipshitz onstant, as assumed in Lemma 3.1. The �rst term on the right hand side of(3.51) depends only on already spei�ed quantities and appears as an inhomogeneousterm within the equation for �(rem)� (f. (iii) below).To enable the appliation of Lemma 3.1 it remains to be shown that the inhomogeneityof the di�erene equation for �(rem)� is indeed of the form as assumed in (3.2) (with2q + 2 = 6). Besides ��� 12 �a� +�b� � �� , the following terms appear:(i) Terms originating from the left hand side of (3.33) and (3.34), resp., yield inhomo-geneous terms of the type h5Æ�;1(�1)� . To see this, onsider for instane�h24 d(2)11 (t̂�)�x� � x��1� (3.52)ourring on the left hand of (3.33). After re-saling of (3.33) by 1=h this yields theinhomogeneous term�1h h24 d(2)11 (t̂�)h4��4(t� ;�)(�1)� � �4(t��1;�)(�1)��1� == �h52 d(2)11 (t̂�)�04(t̂� ;�)(�1)� +O(h7) (3.53)20



(f. (3.38)). Another term whih ours on the left hand side of (3.34) is��hd(1)21 (t̂�)12�x��1 + x��; (3.54)after re-saling of (3.34) by h=" = 1=(h�) this yields the inhomogeneous term� 1�h �hd(1)21 (t̂�)h4 12��4(t��1;�)(�1)��1 + �4(t� ;�)(�1)�� == �h52 d(1)21 (t̂�)�4(t̂� ;�)(�1)� +O(h7) (3.55)(f. (3.39)). Colleting all these terms indeed yields an inhomogeneous term of thetype h5Æ�;1(�1)� where Æ�;1 satis�es (3.3) due to the smoothness of �4(t;�); : : : .(ii) For those terms on the right hand side of (3.33) and (3.34) whih ontain the fator1(t̂�) or 2(t̂�), respetively, similar onsiderations show that - after re-saling - thereour h5; h7; : : : - terms in the �rst and h7" ; h9" ; : : : - terms in the seond omponent.The h5-terms from the �rst omponent ontribute to h5Æ�;1(�1)� ; the other termsan be reombined into h7��� 12 Æ�;3 (3.56)with some moderate quantity Æ�;3.(iii) A further inhomogeneous term is ���12h�I + h2�+��1��(exp)��1 + �I � h2��� ��(exp)� i� (f.(3.51); note that the nonlinear terms gave no ontribution at the h2- or h4-levels).Aording to the splitting (2.31) there our \linear" terms originating fromh2�(1)� (� � �) (f. the terms involving the generi fator (t̂�) in (3.33) and (3.34)) and\quadrati" terms originating from �(2)� (� � �) � (� � �)2. Analogous onsiderations asin (ii) above show that the linear terms ontribute to h5Æ�;1(�1)� . The quadratiterms are at least O(h6) due to �(2)� (0) = 0 and k�(2)� (�)k � L�k�k and beause12h�I + h2�+��1��(exp)��1 + �I � h2��� ��(exp)� i = O(h6): (3.57)(Note that, due to (3.50), the leading term withinn 12h�I + h2�+��1��(exp)��1 + �I � h2��� ��(exp)� io2 involves12�h2�2(t��1;�)(�1)��1 + h2�2(t� ;�)(�1)��2 whih is indeed O(h6) due to (3.39).)Sine �(rem)0 = O(h6) by onstrution, the desired estimate �(rem)� = O(h6) follows nowby appliation of Lemma 3.1. 2Theorem 3.1 an be applied indutively to desribe the error struture for nonequidistant grids:Consider the endpoint t = tE = �E h of the urrent subinterval. Due to (2.24), (3.29) and (3.30) wesee that for " � Ch2 the transformed global error at t = tE an be written as (we assume �E even)~h2�h~h�2 " X0;2(tE)Y0;2(tE) !+  0�2(tE ;�) !#++ ~h4�h~h�4 " X0;4(tE;�) + �X1;2(tE)Y0;4(tE) + �Y1;2(tE) !+  �4(tE ;�)�4(tE;�) !#+O(~h6) (3.58)21



where ~h denotes the stepsize in the subinterval following [0; tE ℄. So the global error at t = tE hasthe same struture as assumed in (3.28), and the indution proeeds to the next subinterval (notethat the \new" ~x2 is again �-independent).The begin of this indution is trivial if, in the very �rst subinterval, the integration startson a smooth solution of the original problem. If there is a transient phase, however, the aboveargumentation does not work (beause smooth solutions of the variational equations do not existin the transients). However, (3.28) an also be assumed immediately after the transient phase:Sine the B-onvergene theory shows that the global error of the midpoint rule is (essentially)proportional to the length of the integration interval (if the integration starts on the true solution)and sine the length of the transient phase is always O("), the error bound immediately afterthe transients ontains a fator ". If one assumes further that the stepsizes in the transientsare adjusted to the gradually improving smoothness of the solution suh that loal errors areapproximately equidistributed, then the error after the transients is O("h2) = O(�h4) (where hdenotes the stepsize after the transient phase). So - immediately after the transients - (3.28) isvalid with ~x2 = ~y2(�) = 0 and with ertain moderate quantities ~x4(�) and ~y4(�).We note that in the ase where in the very �rst subinterval the integration starts on a smoothsolution z(0), the above proof an be modi�ed in suh a way that, in this �rst subinterval, bothe2(t) and e4(t) are independent of �, i.e., independent of h. This is possible beause in this asethe quantities ~x2; : : : ; ~y4 from (3.28) are zero; onsequently �2(0) in (3.42) is independent of � and�4(0;�) in (3.45) is a polynomial of degree 1 in �. So - instead of the above hoie (3.46) - thehoie X1;2(0) := �d(1)12 (0)2(0) �2(0);X0;4(0) := 14 hd(1)12 (0)�d(1)22 (0)� 1(0)�+ d(2)12 (0)i �2(0) (3.59)would indeed guarantee that e4(t) is also h-independent. But this is of minor pratial relevanebeause, after a hange of stepsize, the starting values for the new subinterval are inuened bythe �-dependent O(h2)-remainder term (3.30) suh that in the following subinterval e4 is again�-dependent.Again we reall that the speial problem lass where d(1)21 (t) = O(") (weak oupling from thenon-sti� to the sti� omponent), and where the right hand side f(t; y) of (1.3) satis�es ertainadditional smoothness assumptions, has already been analyzed in [2℄. For this problem lass thestruture of smooth solutions of the transformed variational equations is�e2i(t) =  X0;2i(t) + "X1;2i(t) + : : :"Y1;2i(t) + : : : ! (3.60)(i.e., Y0;2i(t) � 0); Theorem 3.1 of [2℄ shows that a full asymptoti expansion exists in this aseunder the assumption " � Ch2q. In our present terminology one may say that, for " � Ch2q, thequantities �2i(t;�) and �2i(t;�) vanish identially up to the O(h2q+2)-level (whih an be seen bya straightforward modi�ation of the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 above).We onlude this setion by some remarks onerning longer expansions than overed by Theo-rem 3.1. The basi proedure is the same as outlined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. In the nonlinearase, however, the remainder term R� will also ontain smooth, non-osillating terms at the h6-level. This an be explained as follows: Reall that within the equations for the �2i(t;�) and�2i(t;�) there our inhomogeneous terms whih depend reursively on �'s and �'s whih are al-ready determined. At the h2- and h4-levels this dependene is purely linear and therefore all terms22



have the fator (�1)� in ommon. (We omitted this ommon fator in (3.40), (3.43) and (3.44)above.) However, beginning with the h6-level there our also inhomogeneous terms whih dependin a nonlinear way on the former �'s and �'s. But an even power of an osillating term with asmooth amplitude is a smooth funtion, as for instaneh �2(t̂� ;�)(�1)� i2 = �22(t̂� ;�): (3.61)The tehniqual onsequene is that, within the singular perturbation analysis of R� , \smooth vari-ables" A2i(t;�), B2i(t;�) have to be introdued in addition to the \osillating variables" �2i(t;�)and �2i(t;�):x� = h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)� + h6�6(t� ;�)(�1)� + h6A6(t� ;�) + : : :y� = h2�2(t� ;�)(�1)� + h4�4(t� ;�)(�1)� + h6�6(t� ;�)(�1)� + h6B6(t� ;�) + : : : (3.62)For the osillating variables we use again the Taylor expansions (3.38), (3.39); the smooth variablesare expanded aording toA(t� ;�)�A(t��1;�) = hA0(t̂� ;�) + h324 A000(t̂� ;�) + : : : ;12�A(t��1;�) +A(t� ;�)� = A(t̂� ;�) + h28 A00(t̂� ;�) + : : : (3.63)(analogously for the B's). Inserting into (3.33), (3.34) and equating oeÆients of powers of hyields equations for the smooth and for the osillating variables. It turns out that the B2i(t;�)are determined by algebrai equations whereas the A2i(t;�) are solutions of ertain smooth initialvalue problems. (In partiular, B6(t;�) results to zero.)Let us summarize the essential result of all these onsiderations: For " � Ch2 the (transformed)global error of the impliit midpoint rule splits up into smooth terms (desribed by smooth solutionsof the variational equations and by the h2iA2i(t;�) and h2iB2i(t;�); i � 3) and osillating termsh2i�2i(t;�)(�1)� and h2i�2i(t;�)(�1)� (with smooth amplitude funtions). Moreover, sine � ="=h2, the global error for a �xed t� = �h; � even, is an even funtion in h. The degree of smoothnessw.r.t. h2 (whih is, for instane, relevant for a theoretial disussion of extrapolation) an bedesribed quantitatively by di�erentiating the various error terms w.r.t. h2. This smoothnessinreases as the ratio "=h2 dereases.4 The Case " � C h.Under the weaker assumption " � Ch the nonsmooth terms of the global error ourring in R�annot be represented by `purely osillating' terms (3.1). Unless even " � Ch2 holds, the osillationis superposed by a ertain damping behavior haraterized by terms of the typesmooth funtion (t�) ��� (4.1)where �� := �Ỳ=10�1� 2(t̂`)h2"1 + 2(t̂`)h2" 1A : (4.2)Note that for dereasing " the �� tend towards (�1)� , i.e. the damping beomes weaker and thepure osillation (disussed in setion 3) reappears.23



In Theorem 4.1 below we shall give a quantitative desription of R� by means of an expansionin powers of h2, involving terms of the type (4.1). Theorem 4.1 is restrited to an expansion upto the O(h4)-level; expansions up to a higher O(h2q+2)-level (2q+2=6, 8, . . . ) are slightly moreompliated but an be obtained by similar tehniques.For the proof of the asymptoti orretness of the expansion derived in Theorem 4.1 we shallneed the following stability lemma.Lemma 4.1. Consider a transformed di�erene equation of the type (2.33)1hh�I � h2��� ��� � �I + h2�+��1����1i = ��� 12 12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i++ ���12h�I + h2�+��1����1 + �I � h2��� ���i�++ ��� 12 �a� +�b� � �� + (4.3)+ h2q+2Æ� +  h2q+1�����1h2q+3" �����1 ! ;�0 = O(h2q+2)with ��� 12 , ��� and �a� ; �b� ; �� as in (2.33). Assume that the nonlinear funtions ��(�) satisfy��(0) = 0 and are uniformly Lipshitz ontinuous with a moderate Lipshitz onstant. LetÆ� , �� and �� be moderately sized and assumej��+1 � �� j = O(h) (4.4)with a moderate O-onstant. Then, for " � Ch,k��k � C1(t�)k�0k+ C2(t�)h2q+2 (4.5)with ertain moderate bounds Ci(t). Thusk��k = O(h2q+2): (4.6)Proof. The proof if similar to that of Lemma 3.1. (3.6){(3.20) remain valid exept that, insteadof (3.10), we now havej� := ����T�1�� 12 12�I�� + I+� ��+�b� + h2q+2Æ� +  h2q+1�����1h2q+3" �����1 ! : (4.7)Consider the reursion (3.19) with j� from (4.7). To show that h kG�+ 12H�� 12 j�+H�+ 12 j�+1k =O(h2q+3), as required, we observe that the j� involve(i) terms whih are O(h2q+2),(ii) `ritial' terms of the form  h2q+1�����1h2q+3" �����1 ! =: �|� ���1: (4.8)24



Sine kG�� 12 k and kH�� 12 k are moderate (f. (3.14)), the ontribution of the terms of type (i)to h kG�+ 12H�� 12 j� +H�+ 12 j�+1k is O(h2q+3). The inuene of the `ritial' terms (4.8) hasnow to be studied arefully. With Q� := 1� 2(t̂� )h2"1 + 2(t̂� )h2" (4.9)we have hG�+ 12H�� 12 �|� ���1 +H�+ 12 �|�+1�� �� hG�+ 12H�� 12 �|� +Q�H�+ 12 �|�+1j���1j � (4.10)� h�G�+ 12H�� 12 +Q�H�+ 12��|�j���1j+ hjQ� jH�+ 12��|�+1 � �|��j���1j:Due to (2.2) we haveH�+ 12 = �I � h2��+ 12��1 =  1 +O(h) 00 O( "h) ! for " � Ch; (4.11)together with (4.4) this leads us to the desired estimate for the seond term on the right handside of (4.10): hjQ� jH�+ 12��|�+1 � �|�� = O(h2q+3) (4.12)(f. (4.8) for the de�nition of �|�).Now we estimate the �rst term on the right hand side of (4.10). By de�nition of G�+ 12 andH�� 12 and due to (2.2),G�+ 12H�� 12 +Q�H�+ 12 = �I � h2��+ 12��1 "�I + h2��+ 12��I � h2��� 12��1+Q� I # ==  O( "h) +O(h) 00 O( "h) ! : (4.13)Therefore the �rst term on the right hand side of (4.10) an be estimated byh�G�+ 12H�� 12 +Q�H�+ 12��|�j���1j = h "h O(h2q+2) +O(h2q+3)ij���1j == "h O(h2q+2)j���1j+O(h2q+3): (4.14)Summarizing all that we obtain the reursionk�+�+1k � �1 + !1� !�2 1 + h2#1� h2# k����1k+ "h O(h2q+2) j���1j+O(h2q+3) (4.15)with ertain moderate O-onstants. Estimating k����1k by k�+��1k on the basis of (3.17) andusing one more (3.20) we end up withk�+�+1k � �1 + !1� !�2 1 + h2#1� h2#!2| {z }=:2=1+O(h) k�+��1k+ "h O(h2q+2) j���1j+O(h2q+3): (4.16)25



With Q := 1� �h2"1 + �h2" (4.17)(� from (2.2)) we have j�� j � jQj� . Thus, by indution,k�+� k � �k�+0 k+O(h2q+2) "h Xk=0(2)��2��2�kQk ++O(h2q+3) Xk=0(2)��2k; � = 2; 4; : : : : (4.18)Now the ruial point is that the aumulation of"h Xk=0(2)��2Qk = "h 1�Q�1�Q2 (4.19)does not generate a fator 1=h beause"h 11�Q2 = �8�1 + 2"�h�2 = O(1) uniformly for " � Ch: (4.20)Therefore we end up with k�+� k � C+1 (t�)k�+0 k+ C+2 (t�)h2q+2 (4.21)with ertain moderate bounds C+i (t). Finally, the result (4.5) easily follows from (4.21) byde�nition of �+� (f. (3.7)) and due to (2.25). 2Theorem 4.1. Consider a sti� problem (1.3) of the type (2.1){(2.3) and assume " � Ch withC < �2 (� from (2.2)). Denote � := "h : (4.22)Let [0; tE ℄ be a subinterval of the whole integration interval with onstant stepsize h and assumeindutively that - after transformation by T�1(t) - the aumulated global error T�1(0)(�0 �z(0)) at t = 0 satis�es T�1(0)��0 � z(0)� = h2 ~x2(�2)~y2(�2) !+O(h4) (4.23)with ertain moderate quantities ~x2(�2) and ~y2(�2) whih depend smoothly on �2. Then theglobal error of the impliit midpoint rule on [0; tE ℄ an be written as follows:�� � z(t�) = h2e2(t� ;�2) +R� (4.24)where the funtion e2(t;�2), whih depends smoothly on �2, is a smooth solution of the �rstvariational equation in (2.5). Furthermore,R� = T (t�)0� h2" ��2(t� ;�2)��h2h�2(t� ;�2) + " ��2(t� ;�2)i�� 1A+O(h4): (4.25)26



Here �� is de�ned by (4.2)10 and ��2(t;�2); �2(t;�2) and ��2(t;�2) are smooth funtions in twhih depend smoothly on �2. �2(t;�2) is the solution of�02(t;�2) = d(1)22 (t)�2(t;�2);�2(0;�2) = ~y2(�2)� Y0;2(0) (4.26)(with d(1)22 (t) from (3.32) and where Y0;2(0) is the starting value of the leading term of the "-expansion of the seond omponent of �e2(t) = T�1(t)e2(t)). The equations de�ning ��2(t;�2)and ��2(t;�2) are given in (4.40) and (4.42) below.Proof. We onsider the \expanded" transformed remainder equation (2.38) for �� =  x�y� ! anduse the same saling as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (f. (3.33), (3.34)). It is now onvenientto rewrite the seond omponent (3.34) as1hh � h24 d(2)21 (t̂�)� h496d(4)21 (t̂�) + : : : i � "h�x� � x��1�+ 2(t̂�) 12�x��1 + x���++ 1hh 1� h24 d(2)22 (t̂�)� h496d(4)22 (t̂�) + : : : i � "h�y� � y��1�+ 2(t̂�) 12�y��1 + y��� == h d(1)21 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)21 (t̂�) + : : : i " "h 12�x��1 + x��+ 2(t̂�)4 �x� � x��1�#++ h d(1)22 (t̂�) + h28 d(3)22 (t̂�) + : : : i " "h 12�y��1 + y��+ 2(t̂�)4 �y� � y��1�#+ (4.27)+ h2 "h (t̂�) 12�x��1 + x��+ h2 "h (t̂�) 12�y��1 + y��+ : : : �� h34 "h (t̂�)�x� � x��1�� h34 "h (t̂�)�y� � y��1�+ : : :++ "h � (higher order nonlinear terms)� 1h2(t̂�)�a�;2 + "h�b�;2 � "h ��;2In the following any ourrene of " is rewritten as " = h� where � � C is moderate underthe present assumption " � Ch. (Reall that, in ontrast to setion 3, the parameter � isnow de�ned as � := "=h - f. (4.22).)The starting ondition to be ful�lled is (f. (4.24))�0 = T�1(0)��0 � z(0)�� h2�e2(0;�2); (4.28)thus, due to our indutive assumption (4.23) and due to (2.24): x0y0 ! = h2 ~x2(�2)�X0;2(0;�2)� "X1;2(0;�2)� : : :~y2(�2)� Y0;2(0)� "Y1;2(0;�2)� : : : !+O(h4) == h2 ~x2(�2)�X0;2(0;�2)~y2(�2)� Y0;2(0) !+ h3 ��X1;2(0;�2)��Y1;2(0;�2) !+O(h4): (4.29)10Note that �� 6= 0 by assumption " � Ch < �2h. 27



The quantities X`;2(0;�2) and Y`;2(0;�2) are still undetermined. In (4.36) and (4.41) be-low we shall make a speial hoie for the X`;2(0;�2). By onstrution of smooth solutions(f. setion 2) the Y`;2(0;�2) are then �xed.For x� and y� we make the ansatz0� x�y� 1A = 0� h2" ��2(t� ;�2)�� + x(rem)�h2h�2(t� ;�2) + " ��2(t� ;�2)i�� + y(rem)� 1A == 0� h3� ��2(t� ;�2)�� + x(rem)�h2 �2(t� ;�2)�� + h3� ��2(t� ;�2)�� + y(rem)� 1A (4.30)with ertain funtions ��2(t;�2); �2(t;�2) and ��2(t;�2) whih are to be determined. Taylorexpansion about t̂� and using the de�nition of �� (f. (4.2)) yields�(t� ;�2)�� � �(t��1;�2)���1 == " 2�(t̂� ;�2)� h 2�2(t̂�)�0(t̂� ;�2) +O(h2) # �0�����1 11 + 2�2(t̂�)1A ; (4.31)12��(t��1;�2)���1 + �(t� ;�2)��� == "� 2�2(t̂�)�(t̂� ;�2) + h2 �0(t̂� ;�2) +O(h2) # �0�����1 11 + 2�2(t̂�)1A (4.32)and ���(t� ;�2)�� � �(t��1;�2)���1�+ 2(t̂�) 12��(t��1;�2)���1 + �(t� ;�2)��� == hh�0(t̂� ;�2) +O(h3) i � ��� 2(t̂�)2 ����1; (4.33)� 12��(t��1;�2)���1 + �(t� ;�2)���+ 2(t̂�)4 ��(t� ;�2)�� � �(t��1;�2)���1� == h�(t̂� ;�2) +O(h2) i � ��� 2(t̂�)2 ����1 (4.34)(analogously for �). After this preparation we insert into (3.33) and (4.27) and equate oef-�ients of h2 and h3 (omitting ertain ommon nonvanishing fators).� CoeÆients of h2:There is only an equation for �2:�02(t̂� ;�2) = d(1)22 (t̂�)�2(t̂� ;�2): (4.35)To satisfy the starting ondition (4.29) at the h2-level, the following hoie has to bemade:{ In the �rst omponent we set X0;2(0;�2) := ~x2(�2) (4.36)(reall that for a smooth solution e2(t) the X`;2(0) an be hosen arbitrarily - f.setion 2). 28



{ In the seond omponent the Y`;2(0;�2) are �xed by the requirement that e2(t;�2)be smooth (f. setion 2). (In partiular, Y0;2(0) is de�ned in terms of data funtions- f. (2.22) - and is therefore �-independent.) So, due to (4.29), �2(0;�2) is �xed by�2(0;�2) = ~y2(�2)� Y0;2(0).Thus we see from (4.35) that �2(t;�2) is the solution of the initial value problem�02(t;�2) = d(1)22 (t)�2(t;�2);�2(0;�2) = ~y2(�2)� Y0;2(0) (4.37)whih is smooth under the present assumption " � Ch (� � C). Note that - sine theoeÆient funtion d(1)22 (t) in (4.37) is independent of � and, by indutive assumption,the starting value for �2 depends smoothly on �2 - �2 itself depends smoothly on theparameter �2.� CoeÆients of h3: 2� ��2(t̂� ;�2) + 2� d(1)12 (t̂�)2(t̂�) �2(t̂� ;�2) = 0; (4.38)� ��02(t̂� ;�2) = �d(1)21 (t̂�) ��2(t̂� ;�2) + �d(1)22 (t̂�) ��2(t̂� ;�2): (4.39)(4.38) is an algebrai equation �xing ��2(t;�2) (whih obviously depends smoothly on �2):��2(t;�2) = �d(1)12 (t)2(t) �2(t;�2): (4.40)Thus also ��2(0;�2) is �xed; to satisfy the starting ondition (4.29) at the h3-level in the�rst omponent we make use of the freedom of hoosing X1;2(0;�2) (reall again that asmooth solution e2(t) exists for an arbitrary hoie of the X`;2(0)):X1;2(0;�2) := ���2(0;�2) = d(1)12 (0)2(0) �2(0;�2): (4.41)The starting value for the seond omponent is �xed by (4.29): ��2(0;�2) = �Y1;2(0;�2).Thus we see from (4.39) and (4.40) that ��2(t;�2) is the solution of the smooth initialvalue problem ��02(t;�2) = d(1)22 (t) ��2(t;�2)� d(1)12 (t) d(1)21 (t)2(t) �2(t;�2);��2(0;�2) = �Y1;2(0;�2): (4.42)It is obvious that ��2(t;�2) depends smoothly on the parameter �2.� Estimation of the h4-remainder term:To estimate the remainder term �(rem)� =  x(rem)�y(rem)� ! (4.43)29



one an proeed in a ompletely analogous way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (f. (3.49)�.). Due to the re-saling of (3.33) and (4.27) by 1=h and h=", resp., the inhomogeneityof the di�erene equation for �(rem)� is easily seen to be of the following form:��� 12 �a� +�b� � �� + h4Æ� + h3�����1h5" �����1 !+O(h4): (4.44)Here, h4Æ�+ h3�����1h5" �����1 !+O(h4) originates from the olletion of all terms involving��2(t̂� ;�2), �2(t̂� ;�2) and ��2(t̂� ;�2) whih have not yet appeared in (4.35), (4.38) and(4.39) above. Note that due to (4.31){(4.34) all these terms ontain indeed a fator���1; the fators h3 = h4 � 1h and h5=" = h4 � h" , resp., originate from the re-saling of(3.33) and (4.27). �� and �� are ertain moderate, �-dependent quantities, �� satisfyingthe smoothness assumption (4.4).Sine �(rem)0 = O(h4) by onstrution, the desired estimate �(rem)� = O(h4) follows nowby appliation of Lemma 4.1. 2We have shown that the behavior of the nonsmooth terms of the global error is haraterizedby the fator �� . If even " � Ch2 holds, �� is osillating with a smoothly varying amplitude. ForCh2 � " � �2h, �� is still osillating but with a nonsmooth, signi�antly dereasing amplitude.This damping property beomes stronger as "=h inreases.Conerning the indutive appliation of Theorem 4.1 w.r.t. several subintervals with onstantstepsizes, analogous remarks apply as given after the proof of Theorem 3.1 (setion 3). To justify theindutive assumption (4.23) it has to be veri�ed that for �xed t � t� , � even, �� depends smoothlyon �2; this is shown in (4.45){(4.47) below. Thus, the starting value for the next subinterval dependsindeed smoothly on �2, as assumed in (4.23). In ases where the subintervals are suÆiently long- suh that at a point where the stepsize hanges the terms involving �� are damped out to theO(h4)-level - the indutive starting values are atually not inuened by �2; therefore a look at theproof of Theorem 4.1 shows that e2(t) is �-independent in this ase.To see that �� depends indeed smoothly on �2 = ( "h)2, we rewrite �� as�� = �Ỳ=10�1� 2�2(t̂`)1 + 2�2(t̂`)1A � ��1��| {z }1 = exp0�h t=hX̀=1 1h ln0�1� 2�2(t̂`)1 + 2�2(t̂`)1A1A : (4.45)The sum ourring in (4.45) is the midpoint quadrature for1" tZ0 � ln0�1� 2�2(s)1 + 2�2(s)1A ds: (4.46)(Note that the fator 1=" is not ritial beause the integrand is negative and so exp(1" R t0 : : : ds) ismoderate.) For eah s the integrand of (4.46) is an even funtion in �:� ln0�1� 2�2(s)1 + 2�2(s)1A = �2(s) 2�2(s) " 2�2(s) + 13� 2�2(s)�3 + 15� 2�2(s)�5 + : : : # ; (4.47)30
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